Generalized direct products with amalgamated subgroups were defined externally by B. H. Neumann and H. Neumann in [1] . Different existence theorems of such products for given amalgams of groups were given in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . The main application so far has been in the construction of groups. It seems to us that it is of interest to study the internal structure of such products. In particular, we like to obtain some information concerning the decomposition of a given group relative to some H c Z(G) into factors indecomposable relative to the same H. Examples can easily be constructed to show that such decompositions may not necessarily be unique up to isomorphisms. The main difficulty is due to the fact that intersections of the commutator subgroups of the factors may not be trivial. In the following investigation we shall restrict ourselves to the special case when the generalized direct product has only a single amalgamated subgroup.
In §2 we shall develop some simple properties concerning the exchangeability of factors in different decompositions. In §3 we obtain a characterization of groups which are generalized directly indecomposable with respect to their centers for the case of nilpotent groups of class two with cyclic commutator subgroups. With this result we are able to show that for a nilpotent group of class two with a finite cyclic commutator subgroup any decompositions into generalized direct indecomposable factors with respect to its center Z(G) are isomorphic mod Z(G). It is of interest to note that, applying a theorem of Weichsel [5] , for Z(G) = C(G) we can give a characterization of critical p-groups in terms of generalized direct indecomposability with respect to the center.
Since it is too difficult to study generalized direct decompositions with respect to more than one amalgamated subgroup we shall only 172 C. Y. TANG attempt to define generalized direct decomposition with respect to a single amalgamated subgroup. Moreover in our investigation we shall always assume the double chain condition of Zassenhaus [6] so that only a finite number of factors is involved. DEFINITION , G n such that, (i) G is generated by G u , G w , (ii) Gi and G 3 commute elementwise for all i Φj, (iii) Gi contains H for all i, (iv) the intersection of Gi with the subgroup generated by
Gi will be called a generalized direct factor of G with respect to H, and we shall denote such a decomposition by G = (G λ x x G n ) H . If there does not exist such a set of subgroups other than G and H then we shall say that G is generalized directly indecomposable with respect to H.
It is to be noted that H must be contained in the center of G.
NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY. For abbreviation we shall call a generalized direct decomposition with respect to H an iϊ-decomposition. Correspondingly we shall also use the terms if-products, Hfactors and iϊ-indecomposable.
We shall adopt the following notations:
H then G and G { will always mean G/H and Gi/H respectively. Moreover if x e G then x will be the image of x in G.
For G = Π2U Gi the G^-decomposition operator is to be understood in the sense of Zassenhaus [6] .
The commutator of the elements x and y is denoted by [x, y] , [A, B] denotes the subgroup generated by the set of all commutators [x, y] where x e A and y e B.
{#i, , $»} and {x u , x n , H) will mean the group generated by x lf '"yXn and the group generated by x u , x n together with elements of H respectively. Z(G) and C(G) will be the center and the commutator subgroup of G respectively. DEFINITION 
Let θ map G onto Gθ with ker θ = G x . Then
Now G x Π G 2 = G x Π F 2 = 1. Therefore, the G 2 Θ-and ^^-decomposition operators induce isomorphisms between G 2 Θ and F 2 Θ. Hence But this implies that ker θ Π (G 2 x B) = 1. It follows that
In the same way we can show that G = F λ x F 2 x A. COROLLARY 2.4. If G = ΠLi <?< = ΠΓ=i F t such that Gi and are exchangeable for 1 rg i <?k, then Ht Since any two Remak decompositions of a given group are exchangeable the following well-known result becomes an immediate consequence of this theorem.
3. In this section we shall be mainly concerned with nilpotent groups of class two since this is the simplest case after abelian groups. In particular we shall study the iϊ-decompositions of G when H = Z(G). iί-products with H = Z(G) are referred to as central products by P. Hall. Therefore, we shall call G = (Πi=i <?<)* a central decomposition of G whenever H = Z{G). It is to be noted that in a central decomposition the center of each factor coincides with the center of the group. Thus in a central decomposition of G into centrally indecomposable factors each factor Gi is indeed indecomposable with respect to its center Z(Gi). When G is nilpotent of class two with a cyclic commutator subgroup we are able to give a complete characterization of centrally indecomposable groups. an( i ^ be the homomorphism mapping G onto G. Then the ίf-projection of x e G in Gi is defined to be the set of all preimages of xθt under θ, where θ t is the G r decomposition operator of G = Π?=i G { . We shall denote this set by P θi (x) .
It is easy to see that the iϊ-projection of any subgroup of G in Gi is a subgroup of Gi containing H.
From now on, unless otherwise specified, we shall always take H = Z(G).
Proof. Let x be any element of A. Then # = cd for some ceC and deD. Since P 0 (M) = C this implies that there exists ueM such
is Hĩ ndecomposable. If M is a subgroup of A containing H such that M c P A (C) and P 0 (M) = C then M = A.
As it was pointed out in § 1 that the main difficulty in the study of such decompositions is due to the fact that, in general, C(Gi) and C{G'i) will not intersect trivially. If, however, C(Gi) Π C(GJ) = 1 for all i then we have the following strong result. Suppose now n Φ p a or co. Then there exist integers β,y Φl such that n -βy and (β, y) = 1. This implies that there exists integers s and t such that sβ + £7=1. Let x = sβ and y = ty = (1 -x) . Clearly /3 | x and 71 (x -1). On the other hand n\x or (a; -1). For, if not, say, n\x = sβ. This implies that 71 s, whence 7 | s/3 + £7 = 1. Thus sβ and t7 are solutions to the given congruences with neither of them congruent to 0 mod n. To prove the converse we shall show that if the order of C(G) is not a prime power or infinity then G is centrally decomposable. Again let G = {α, 6, iϊ} and [α, 6] 
THEOREM 3.8. Let G/H be an abelian group of rank two. G is centrally indecomposable if and only if C(G) is a cyclic p-group or an infinite cyclic group.

Proof. Since G/H is an abelian group of rank two it implies that
. Let G be a nilpotent group of class two with a cyclic commutator subgroup. If G = (Π?=i GI)H is a central decomposition of G into centrally indecomposable factors then Gi = GijH is an abelian group of rank two.
Proof. Clearly G { cannot be of rank one since this will imply Gi c Z{G) = H. Hence Gι will not be a proper central factor. We shall therefore assume that Gι is of rank r > 2. Thus In fact this also says that A cannot be contained in B. Hence Gi = (A x !?)# contradicting the hypothesis that Gi is centrally indecomposable. Applying Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 the following characterization of centrally indecomposable nilpotent groups of class two with cyclic commutator subgroups is immediate. THEOREM 
Let G be a nilpotent group of class two with a cyclic commutator subgroup. G is centrally indecomposable if and only if G/H is of rank two and C(G) is either a p-group or an infinite group.
COROLLARY 3.11. Let G be a nilpotent group of class two with a cyclic center. G is centrally indecomposable if and only if G/H is of rank two and C(G) is either a p-group or an infinite group.
It is of interest to note at this point that applying a theorem of Weichsel [5] we have a characterization of critical p-groups when their centers coincide with their commutator subgroups. THEOREM 
Let G be a p-group with Z(G) = C(G). G is critical if and only if Z(G) is cyclic and G is centrally indecomposable.
Proof. Let G be a critical group. Since G is a p-group this means
Hence G is nilpotent of class two. By Theorem 3.1 of [5] , (noting that a critical group is equivalent to its not being an in-direct product), Z(G) is cyclic and G may be generated by two elements. Let G = {a, b}. Since G is not abelian we must have α, b g Z(G). Therefore G/Z(G) is of rank two. But G is a p-group. It follows that C(G) is a p-group. Hence, by Corollary 3.11 G is centrally indecomposable.
Conversely, let Z{G) be cyclic and G be centrally indecomposable. By Corollary 3.11, we have G/Z(G) is of rank two. Thus Proof. Let G = (Π?=i G%)H = (ΠΓ=i i 1 *)^ be two central decompositions of G into centrally indecomposable factors. Since C(G) is cyclic, by Theorem 3.9, G; and F< are abelian of rank two for all i. In particular we shall let F t -{s i9 t i9 H) such that F< = {s 8 } x {ίj. Thus, by Lemma 3.13, and using the same notations, there exist A ό c G 5 and B ά c GJ . Since C(G) is finite and cyclic, by Theorem 3.8, C(F t ) must be a cyclic p-group. Let p λ = ord C(Fi). Then either a or (1 -α) must be relatively prime to p. Therefore either {sf, if, H) or {s}-*, ^l~α, iϊ} must give the group F { . Then x = gb for sme g e G ό and δ e jB y . But g -fu and & = /*w* for some /, /* e Fi and u, u* e F(. Since Fi a P we must have t&, ^* e P. Hence a; = (ff*)(uu*) where //* e F, and w* e (F/ Π P) = f7. Thus we have, G = (G, x Bj x iV) H = (F* x U x tf)* -(^ x ^V)H .
Since (U x JV)^ c F/ we must have (U x N) H = F/. We must now show that t/ is centrally indecomposable. Since Gj is centrally indecomposable there exist g, g* e Gy such that G ό = {g, g*, H} and Gj = {^} x {<Γ}. Let g = fu and #* = /*%*, where /, /* e F< and w, u* e F/. Thus if x G G, and x = yv where y e Fi and v e F/ we have,
x = yv = w(g, g*)h = w(f, f*) w(u, u*)-h
where he H and w(#, flf*) is a word on #, g* (we shall regard w as a function). Since y and w (f,f*) are elements of F i9 therefore, v e {u, u*, H}. In particular we note that Ui and v { are elements of {u, t6*, H}. Since F< c P it is not difficult to see that {u, u*, H} aP and indeed U={u,u*,H}.
Furthermore C(Gj) is a cyclic p-group. Therefore C(U) must be a cyclic p-group. Hence U is centrally indecomposable. Recalling that any central decomposition of N into centrally indecomposable factors is isomorphic mod H to (ΠΓ=^ , f c G V ) H it follows that in the central decomposition of F/ = (U x ΛΓ)^ into indecomposable factors there will be exactly (n -1) indecomposable factors. Hence by induction F[ = (Π^ F U ) H is isomorphic mod H to F[ = (U x ΠϊZlN v ) H , where iV = (Π.ΐzlN u ) H and JV, centrally indecomposable and m -1 = n -1.
We now note that in the decompositions of P = (Gy x Bj) -(J^ x U), Bj and jp € are exchangeable. This implies G ά and Ό are exchangeable in these two decompositions. Thus G ά and Ό are isomorphic. Hence with suitable re-indexing we can have G λ a F λ where G λ and F λ are re-indexed factors of G' k and F respectively. Recalling that G k ^ Bj and Bj ~ F { the theorem follows immediately.
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